In the early hours of yesterday morning, the
small community of Nailsworth had high
concerns about their safety out on the
streets and even in the comfort of their own
homes.
There have been eye witnesses of a
possible ‘monster’ rising from the secret
laboratory of Victor Frankenstein, a local
scientist.
Some may think Dr. Frankenstein is an
anti-social professor, but it is well known in
the town that the successful scientist has
won many awards too.
Dr Frankenstein was always intrigued to find
out more about his passion - the creation of
life. Citizens of Nailsworth are now having
thoughts that this may have been connected
to the appearance of a ghostly figure that
had alarmed them at dawn.
Although this was Frankenstein’s dream, it
may have led to the despair in town: On
Sunday morning, residents were startled at
the sight of a phantom creature, draped
over the shoulder of a shrouded silhouette.

The villagers have been deeply worried over
the last three months, about the late nights
and blood-curdling scenes of a mysterious
shadow lurking around in the two-storey
laboratory, owned by Professor
Frankenstein.
Miss Smith reports, “I was taking my dog for
a walk and then suddenly, out of nowhere,
he started barking loudly. I looked up and
there he was; carrying the dead corpses as
though it was normal. Let me tell you, that is
not normal!”
Those investigating this suspicious
encounter, (scientists and police officers)
argue as to whether the monster was a
creation of Dr. Frankenstein’s or an
unidentified object that was yet to be
discovered.
Police Office Jones comments on the
situation, “At this moment in time, it is too
early for us to be able to state the details of
this event. We advise local residents to stay
cautious of what is going on in their
neighbourhood and to contact the police
staff if you see something peculiar.”
Police investigations are set to continue
until further notices are unearthed.

